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By Heather Woodhaven : Code of Silence (Love Inspired Large Print Suspense)  a riveting psychological thriller 
inspired by the never caught zodiac killer about a young detective determined to apprehend the serial murderer who 
destroyed her ever notice how christopher nolans movies interstellar inception the prestige feel like an anxiety attack 
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well maybe thats overstating things a bit but Code of Silence (Love Inspired Large Print Suspense): 

0 of 0 review helpful Good book for a short time span By Reader for Christ Good read with lots of action basically all 
in one setting The action was pretty intense and long lasting even though it occurred over pretty much a 24 hour period 
Lots of insight into the mafia and how it works in a family with consequences for relatives beyond the initial 
involvement Loved how the mother had planned ahead for the repercussions RUNNING OUT OF TIME nbsp Reeling 
from the news of her late mother s secret life in the Mafia Gabriella Radcliffe has twenty four hours to return 
incriminating evidence her mother stole from them If she fails her newfound family will kill her aunt mdash but 
Gabriella has no idea what the evidence is or where to find it When her old friend Luke McGuire stumbles on a rogue 
Mafia member threatening Gabriella he s shot as they flee from the thug Now with the About the Author Heather 
Woodhaven earned her pilot s license flew a hot air balloon over the safari lands of Kenya assisted an engineer with a 
medical laser in a Haitian mission parasailed over Caribbean seas lived through an accidental detour onto a black 
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